A simple and practical anti-aliasing method for a color straight line drawing is presented in this paper. The method has been applied in a DSP-based display system to remove the undesired jaggies occurred in the line drawing. The experimental results show that this method can produce a good visual effect on the low resolution display screen.
Introduction
Drawing a straight line is the most common function in raster graphics because drawing many objects like circle, arc, rectangle, triangle, etc. are made up of it. When we try to draw a line with either a very low or very high slope on a low resolution screen(as in 640 ×480 display screen we used) , we are certainly to see the ugly stair step effect we get as Fig. 1 shown. This undesired effect known as aliasing appears because the screen does not have a enough resolution to display a line smoothly, so there is a jagged "stair-step". Antialiasing is a way to use color information to make up for a lack of screen resolution. What the anti-aliasing algorithms do is to simulate higher resolution by using color information to trick our eye into seeing a smoother line or edge than the screen can physically allow, as Fig.  1 shown. Wu's anti-alising algorithm [1] is mostly used and efficient. The basic premise of Wu anti-aliasing is almost simple: As the algorithm steps one pixel unit at a time along the major (longer) axis of a line, it draws the two pixels bracketing the line along the minor axis at each point. Each of the two bracketing pixels is drawn with a weighted fraction of the full intensity of the drawing color, with the weighting for each pixel equal to one minus the pixel's distance along the minor axis from the ideal line. Practically when the background is black, the anti-aliasing effect with Wu's method is rather good in visual aspect. But when the background is colorful or not black, the visual effect will become worse. This paper presents a modified anti-aliasing algorithm based on Bresenham's algorithm. The method deployed the Wu's idea that draws the two pixels bracketing the line along the minor axis at each point. But each pixel's drawing intensity is assigned the weighting combination of drawing color and background color at that point. Section 2 will describe our proposed method in details. Section 3 and 4 are experimental result and conclusion.
Proposed Method
Our proposed method for anti-aliasing is based on Bresenham's line drawing algorithm. When a line is plotted using Bresenham's basic algorithm, its shape will be look like as Fig. 2 shown, i.e. when the line is xmajored, it will occupy at most (x2-x1+1) pixels in such a way that each pixel increases by one in the x-axis direction; and when the line is y-majored, it will occupy at most (y2-y1+1) pixels in such a way that each pixel increases by one in the y-axis direction. Because of the digitization process that rounds coordinate points on the object to the nearest integer pixel positions in the raster, the line drawn looks like a jagged "stair-step".
To resolve this problem, a method based on sampling theory is deployed here. Instead of plotting the line with a single pixel at each x position, all pixels that are 
D
times that of background color. For y-majored line, this intensity division will be applied to two neighboring pixels bracketing it in a row. For the RGB color line, the following equations express clearly the weighting intensity operation on it: 
Experimental Results
Based on DSP(SHARC ADSP21060 chip) platform, we developed a Digital Video Graphics System with the support of dedicated OpenGL [4] driver. The most common 2-Dimension related basic OpenGL functions had been implemented on this platform. Drawing line x1 x2 function was finished based on Bresenham's algorithm, and our proposed anti-aliasing method was added to remove the jagged "stair-step" in the straight line drawn.
In our raster display screen with 640×480 resolution, some graphic objects would be required to be displayed on the video picture or different intensity level of background. When we draw a line on the white background and use Wu's anti-aliasing method, the antialiasing effect looks like as Fig. 5 shown, Fig.5 is depicted as follows: a line with the length of 60 pixels was rotating around the end point at the center of screen at the interval of 10 degree every frame. We got 18-19 frames' data from the display buffer in the real-time run simulation platform and plotted it with MATLAB. As the background's white color is not used to do color mixing, the line looks like a dirty "stair-step" edge. Fig.6 depicts the effect with our proposed anti-aliasing method for a straight RGB color line. The data collection and plotting procedures are the same as that in Fig. 5 . Fig. 6(a) shows different dimensions lines without anti-aliasing. Fig. 6(b) demonstrates different dimensions lines with anti-aliasing.
Appendix lists the anti-aliasing subroutine "aa_pixel" assembly code. Its main function is to work out the new intensity level and write the calculated RGB values into the correct locations in the display buffer.
Conclusion
This paper presents a simple and practical anti-aliasing method for a color straight line drawing. From the experimental result we can draw the conclusion that our anti-aliasing method is more adaptable for anti-aliasing RGB color line than Wu's method and produces a good visual effect on the low resolution screen. But it is a time-consuming function too. It takes about 60 cycles on DSP platform to write an anti-aliased pixel's color information into display buffer while writing a pixel color information without anti-aliasing is only needed to take one cycle. Therefore, implementing anti-aliasing function had better been finished by hardware module if necessary.
APPENDIX /******************************************** aa_pixel: to draw two pixels (vertical/horizontal) with different RGB intensity levels, written by ADSP21060 assembly language ********************************************/ aa_pixel: r5 = 0x1; {r5=1} f5 = float r5; {f5=1.0} f10 = 0.5; {f10=0.5} r0 = r0 -r2; {if(2*(y2-y1)-(x2-x1)) < 0 then jump to aa_not_inc to choose which two pixels to draw} if lt jump aa_not_inc (db); f0 = float r0; {float r0} nop; m1 = r1; {the other pixel index} f1 = pm(aad); {inverse of 2*(x2-x1) } f0 = f0 * f1; {D1=(2*(y2-y1)-(x2-x1))/(2*(x2-x1))} f0 = f10 + f0; {D1=D1+ 0.5} jump aa_color_norm(db); f0 = max(f2,f0); {normalize D1 to (0,1)} f0 = min(f5,f0); aa_not_inc: r1 = -r1; m1 = r1; {the other pixel index} f1 = pm(aad); {inverse of 2*(x2-x1) } f0 = f0 * f1; {D1=(2*(y2-y1)-(x2-x1))/(2*(x2-x1))} f0 = f10 + f0; {D1=D1+0.5} f0 = f5 -f0; {D1=1.0-D1} f0 = max(f2,f0); {normalize D1 to (0,1)} f0 = min(f5,f0); aa_color_norm: f5 = pm(cnm); {f5=255.0} f2 = f0 * f5; {D1*255.0} f4 = f5 -f2; {(1-D1)*255.0} f5 = _backgroundcolorRGB; {get Rb=Gb=Bb assumed} f1 = f0 * f5; {D1*Rb=D1*Gb=D1*Bb} f3 = f5 -f1; {(1-D1)*Rb=(1-D1)*Gb=(1-D1)*Bb} i1 = _CurrentColor; f6 = dm(0, i1); {get normalized Rd} f0 = f6 * f2; {D1*Rd} f0 = f0 + f3; {D1*Rd+(1-D1)*Rb} r0 = fix f0; {fix R} r10 = fdep r0 by 0:8; {store R at r10} f0 = f6 * f4; {D2*Rd} f0 = f0 + f1; {D2*Rd+(1-D2)*Rb} r0 = fix f0; {fix R} r5 = fdep r0 by 0:8; {store R at r5} r10 = bset r10 by 0; {clear bit 0 in R component} r5 = bset r5 by 0; {clear bit 0 in R component} f6 = dm(1, i1); {get normalized Gd} f0 = f6 * f2; {D1*Gd} f0 = f0 + f3; {D1*Gd+(1-D1)*Gb} r0 = fix f0; {fix G} r10 = r10 or fdep r0 by 8:8; {store G&R at r10} f0 = f6 * f4; {D2*Gd} f0 = f0 + f1; {D2*Gd+(1-D2)*Gb} r0 = fix f0; {fix G} r5 = r5 or fdep r0 by 8:8; {store G&R at r5} f6 = dm(2, i1); {get normalized Bd} f0 = f6 * f2; {D1*Bd} f0 = f0 + f3; {D1*Bd+(1-D1)*Bb} r0 = fix f0; {fix B} r10 = r10 or fdep r0 by 16:8; {store B&G&R at r10} f0 = f6 * f4; {D2*Bd} f0 = f0 + f1; {D2*Bd+(1-D2)*Bb} r0 = fix f0; {fix B} r5 = r5 or fdep r0 by 16:8; {store B&G&R at r5} dm(m2,i2) = r10; {write one pixel RGB in r10} i1 = i2; modify(i1,m2); {update to other pixel} dm(m1,i1) = r5; {write other pixel RGB in r5} rts ;
